Circulating Cytokines and Growth Factors in Acute Cerebral Large Vessel Occlusion—Association with Success of Endovascular Treatment
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Abstract

Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) is a highly efficient treatment in patients with acute ischemic stroke due to large vessel occlusion (LVO). However, in a relevant proportion of LVO, no sufficient recanalization can be achieved. The composition of cerebral thrombi is highly heterogeneous and may constitute a relevant factor for insufficient reperfusion. We hypothesized that circulating cytokines and growth factors involved in thromboinflammation and platelet activation may be associated with reperfusion status and thrombus composition in patients undergoing MT. An according biomarker panel was measured in plasma specimens taken prior to MT and at a 7-day follow-up. The reperfusion status was categorized into sufficient or insufficient. The composition of retrieved thrombi was histologically analyzed. Differences of baseline biomarker concentrations between insufficient and sufficient reperfusions were highest for interferon (IFN)-γ, epidermal growth factor, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-AB/BB, and IFN-γ-induced protein 10 (IP-10/CXCL10). After applying correction for multiple comparisons and logistic regression analysis adjusting for stroke etiology, intravenous thrombolysis, and vascular risk factors, PDGF-AB/BB was identified as an independent predictor of reperfusion status (odds ratio: 0.403; 95% confidence interval: 0.199–0.819). Histological analysis revealed that the majority of thrombi had a mixed composition. In conclusion, this study provides the first evidence that cytokines and growth factors are potential effectors in patients undergoing MT for the treatment of acute ischemic stroke.
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Introduction

Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) is a highly efficient treatment in patients with acute ischemic stroke due to occlusion of proximal cerebral arteries. Successful reperfusion is one of the most important predictors of favorable functional outcome after acute stroke. However, in a relevant proportion of patients with large vessel occlusion (LVO), no sufficient recanalization can be achieved. Reasons for insufficient recanalization are diverse and include difficult vascular access, vessel wall interactions, and the localization of the culprit occlusion. In the majority of unsuccessful MT, however, the corresponding thrombus can be passed but not (completely) removed. While thrombus length is a known predictor of lack of recanalization after intravenous thrombolysis, this association is controversial in patients undergoing MT. Rather, there is a growing body of evidence that the composition of thrombi is highly heterogeneous and may constitute a relevant factor for insufficient or futile recanalization. Compared with red blood cell-rich thrombi, those with a high density of platelets are more complex and reveal higher amounts of dense fibrin, von Willebrand factor (VWF), and neutrophil extracellular traps. Infiltration of leukocytes may constitute a measure of thrombus maturity and thus organization, which in turn leads to higher stability of the thrombus architecture. These characteristics might explain why platelet-rich thrombi are prone to resist thrombolysis by recombinant tissue-type plasminogen activator (rt-PA) and are more difficult to retrieve via MT.

Others and we have previously shown that the ADAMTS13/VWF-axis plays a role in the success of recanalization and clinical outcome in patients undergoing MT and/or intravenous thrombolysis. Of note, VWF is released in the course of platelet activation, which in turn might constitute a factor in thrombus resistance for recanalization therapies. Furthermore, mechanisms of inflammation and thrombosis are closely intertwined. Diverse circulating cytokines and growth factors are involved in the physiology of platelet activation and thrombus formation. Likewise, activated platelets secrete inflammatory mediators and thus interact with immune and endothelial cells in terms of a vicious cycle. Importantly, cytokine release and subsequent immune cell infiltration follow a temporal pattern in thrombus formation and consolidation. Deeper knowledge of clinically relevant mediators in the context of acute stroke due to LVO might thus open avenues for novel diagnostic and therapeutic targets. In this study, we therefore aimed to investigate whether distinct circulating cytokines and growth factors mediating platelet activation and thromboinflammation are associated with thrombus composition and reperfusion status of LVO in patients undergoing MT.

Methods

Study Population

A total of 92 patients with acute ischemic stroke due to LVO who underwent MT were prospectively recruited between March 2018 and August 2019 at Hannover Medical School. Exclusion criteria were refusal of study participation and evidence of a current malignant disease. All patients or proxies provided written informed consent. The ethics committee of Hannover Medical School approved the study (vote no. 7689).

Clinical Data

Clinical and demographic data including vascular risk factors, concurrent diseases, and medication were collected according to a case report form. Baseline stroke severity was evaluated according to the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). Vascular risk factors were subsumed in the Essen Stroke Risk Score (ESRS). Results from imaging including cranial computed tomography (CT) and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and CT/MR-angiography were considered. Moreover, we collected results of etiological stroke diagnostics including transthoracic and/or esophageal echocardiography, cardiac monitoring, and Doppler/duplex ultrasound. Process times, i.e., door-to-needle-time and door-to-groin-time were recorded. Reperfusion was graded using the modified Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (mTICI) score as determined by two independent board-certified neuroradiologists (O.A.-F., F.G.). Evaluation of the mTICI score was done blinded to the clinical and biomarker data. In case of disagreement, consensus was achieved by an individual case discussion. An mTICI score of 2c or 3 in the anterior circulation and mTICI of 2b or 3 in the posterior circulation was defined as sufficient reperfusion and set as primary endpoint. The modified Rankin Scale (mRS) was calculated as an estimate of clinical outcome at 90 days (d) after stroke onset according to a telephone interview with the patient or proxy. Favorable clinical outcome was defined as mRS 0–2 as equal to the premorbid level.

Biomarker Analysis

Peripheral venous blood was drawn immediately before groin puncture as well as at a follow-up 7 days after baseline. EDTA plasma was stored at –80°C until biomarker measurements. Cytokine and growth factor concentrations were quantified using the Luminex-based MILLIPLEX MAP Human Cytokine/Chemokine Panel (HCYTA-60K-PX38, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) in EDTA-Plasma according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The following biomarkers have been measured: epidermal growth factor (EGF), interleukin (IL)-1β, Eotaxin (CCL11), granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), fractalkine (CX3CL1), interferon (IFN)-α2, IFN-γ, IL-10, IL-12p40, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-15, IL-17A, IL-1RA, IL-1α, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-7, CXCL8/IL-8, IFN-γ-induced protein 10 (IP-10/CXCL10), monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1/CCL2), macrophage inflammatory protein 1 α (MIP-1α, CCL3), macrophage inflammatory protein 1 β (MIP-1β/CCL4), tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α, TNF-β, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A, IL-17E/IL-25, IL-17F, IL-18, IL-22, macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF), monokine induced by IFN-γ (MIG)/CXCL9, and platelet-
derived growth factor (PDGF)-AA, PDGF-AB/BB. Standard curves and concentrations were calculated with Bio-Plex Manager 6.2 software (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, California, United States).

**Histological Analysis**

Cerebral thrombi were retrieved during MT and fixed in 4% buffered formalin immediately after removal. Specimens were embedded in paraffin. Thereafter, 2-µm thick sections were cut from the tissue sections followed by histological staining using hematoxylin and eosin (HE) and Elastica van Gieson (EvG) at the Institute of Pathology at Hannover Medical School. Sections were categorized into an erythrocyte-rich (red), platelet-rich (white), or mixed composition and in regard to organization. The histological analysis was performed blinded to clinical data and biomarker results on a routine diagnostic light microscope (BX43, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Representative images were acquired with an Olympus CS50 camera (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) using Olympus cellSens Software (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) on the above mentioned routine diagnostic light microscope. Image processing was performed using ImageJ software.26

**Statistical Analysis**

Cytokine concentrations were transformed using the natural logarithm (loge) and mean differences with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were calculated for group comparisons. Group differences were analyzed using the two-sided Student’s t-test for normally distributed data or the Mann–Whitney U-test for ordinal data, as appropriate. The Benjamini–Hochberg procedure was applied to correct for multiple testing. The false discovery rate was controlled at 5%. The Chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was used to compare categorical data, as appropriate, and odds ratios (ORs) with 95% CI were calculated. Binary logistic regression analysis was performed with the dichotomized mTICI as the outcome variable and the according biomarker as the exposure variable (unadjusted; model 1) or biomarker, ESRS, NIHSS at baseline, ESRS, stroke etiology, and dichotomized mTICI as exposure variables (model 2). The effect of reperfusion status on functional outcome was estimated adjusting for baseline NIHSS, ERS, stroke etiology, and occlusion site. The according minimal sufficient adjustment sets were identified via the use of causal diagrams. Inter-biomarker correlations were calculated using Pearson’s correlation. Statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 26 and SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1. Figures were created using GraphPad Prism 9.0.1 and SAS Enterprise Guide 7.1.

**Results**

For patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics, see Table 1. Sufficient reperfusion was achieved in 49 of 92 patients. One patient was lost to follow-up at 90 days. In total, 48 patients had a favorable 90-day outcome. Regarding vascular risk factors, no relevant differences were observed between patients with and without sufficient reperfusion. Of note, in the insufficient reperfusion group, more patients received intravenous thrombolysis (70 vs. 51%). No differences were observed regarding previous treatments. Stroke severity was slightly lower in patients with insufficient compared with sufficient reperfusion (median NIHSS: 14 vs. 16). Patients with sufficient reperfusion achieved a favorable clinical 90-d outcome in 57% of cases while this was the case in 48% of patients with insufficient reperfusion (OR = 1.467; 95% CI: 0.640–3.359). After adjustment for baseline NIHSS, ESRS, stroke etiology, and occlusion site, sufficient reperfusion was shown to be an independent predictor of a favorable clinical outcome (OR = 2.889; 95% CI: 1.031–8.094).

**Biomarker Concentrations and Reperfusion Status**

The following markers had to be excluded from further analyses due to many values below the minimum detection level: GM-CSF, IL-1α, IL-2, IL-3, IL-4, IL-7, IL-12p70, IL-13, IL-17A, IL-22, MIP-1α/CCL3, and TNF-β. Biomarker values were available for 91 patients at baseline and for 78 patients at the 7-day follow-up. Comparison of circulating biomarker concentrations between the study groups revealed differences of distinct cytokines and growth factors with higher values in patients with insufficient reperfusion. Fig. 1 depicts mean differences with 95% CI as well as the according p-values and critical values after Benjamini–Hochberg correction. Mean differences were highest for IFN-γ, EGF, PDGF-AB/BB, and CXCL10/IP-10. However, after correction for multiple comparisons, PDGF-AB/BB was the only marker with statistically significant higher values in patients with insufficient reperfusion (p = 0.002). Fig. 2 shows boxplots of the distribution of the top analytes within groups and in Supplementary Table S1 (available in the online version), the untransformed biomarker concentrations are summarized.

In the univariate logistic regression analysis, PDGF-AB/BB yielded an OR of 0.373 per loge unit increase (95% CI: 0.190–0.730) for sufficient reperfusion. This result was essentially unchanged in the multivariate regression analysis adjusting for stroke etiology, intravenous thrombolysis, and vascular risk factors as subsumed in the ESRS (OR = 0.403; 95% CI: 0.199–0.819). For an overview of the results from the regression analyses regarding all biomarkers, see Supplementary Table S2 (available in the online version). According to the adjusted regression models, higher concentrations of PDGF-AB/BB, PDGF-AA, EGF, CXCL10/IP-10, and MCP-1/CCL2 were found to be the strongest predictors of insufficient reperfusion. Fig. 3 depicts the results of the regression analyses with regard to the top eight analytes, as derived from the group comparison. No relevant group differences were observed at the 7-day follow-up (see Supplementary Fig. S1, available in the online version). Comparison of biomarker concentrations between patients treated with and without intravenous thrombolysis using rt-PA revealed relevant differences regarding PDGF-AB/BB (p = 0.001), PDGF-AA (p = 0.025), EGF (p = 0.025), CXCL9/MIG
Comparing biomarker concentrations between the favorable and unfavorable clinical outcome groups at 90 days revealed relevant differences for baseline IL-6 and IL-10 \( (p = 0.004, p = 0.014) \), with higher values in the unfavorable outcome group which did not pass the critical value after Benjamini–Hochberg correction for multiple testing. IL-6 and IL-10 were associated with unfavorable outcome in the univariate regression analysis (OR IL-6 per loge-unit increase: 1.823; 95% CI: 1.181–2.815 and OR IL-10 per loge-unit increase: 1.439; 95% CI: 1.071–1.935). This association was attenuated, however, after adjusting for baseline NIHSS, ESRS, mTICI, and stroke etiology (OR IL-6 per loge-unit increase: 1.450; 95% CI: 0.825–2.550 and OR IL-10 per loge-unit increase: 1.102; 95% CI: 0.761–1.594). Further relevant differences were not observed at baseline. At 7-day follow-up, there was a remaining difference for IL-6 values \( (p = 0.010) \) regarding 90-day outcome. Untransformed baseline biomarker concentrations in relation to clinical outcome are summarized in - Supplementary Table S4 (available in the online version).

There were distinct inter-biomarker correlations, particularly involving associations within cytokines/chemokines and growth factors, which are depicted in - Supplementary Fig. S2 (available in the online version).
Histological Analysis
For 52 cases, a histological analysis of thrombi was possible. In the group of sufficient reperfusion, for 65% of patients thrombi were available for histological analyses, while this was the case in 46% with insufficient reperfusion (OR = 2.17; 95% CI: 0.93–5.01). The majority of thrombi revealed a mixed composition, while only nine thrombi could be classified as uniquely erythrocyte-rich (red) and five as platelet-rich (white) (►Supplementary Fig. S3, available in the online version). In the available material, four thrombi showed histological signs of organization (e.g., extracellular matrix deposition; ►Supplementary Fig. S4, available in the online version). The distribution of thrombus composition was not different between the study groups. There were no significant differences of biomarker levels regarding the histological group assignments. However, PDGF-AB/BB levels were nonsignificantly higher in patients with mixed or platelet-rich thrombi compared with erythrocyte-rich thrombi (►Supplementary Fig. S5, available in the online version).

Discussion
This study provides first analyses of circulating cytokines, chemokines, and growth factors as potential mediators of recanalization success in patients undergoing MT for treatment of acute ischemic stroke due to LVO. Reperfusion is insufficient in a substantial proportion of patients. Outside clinical trials, TICI scores lower than 2b are achieved in 28% of LVO patients.29 Given the impact of reperfusion on functional outcome,24,30 however, it was stated that the goal of MT should be to achieve even an mTICI result of at least 2c, which therefore was defined as the primary endpoint in our analysis. Consistent with previous reports, patients in whom mTICI 2c/3 could be realized had a higher odds of a favorable functional outcome compared with patients with an mTICI 0–2b in this cohort.

We identified a set of distinct biomarkers with higher baseline concentrations in patients with insufficient reperfusion. Differences between insufficient and sufficient reperfusion status were highest for mean IFN-γ, EGF, PDGF-AB/BB, and CXCL10/IP-10 levels arguing for a connection to an IFN-mediated inflammation leading to higher secretion of the downstream molecule IP-10/CXCL10 into the circulation. Correction for multiple testing and adjustment for known risk factors of insufficient recanalization were applied. As discussed above, vascular risk factors27 and stroke etiology28 might confound the efficacy of recanalization therapy and might additionally influence biomarker values. Indeed, in patients treated with intravenous thrombolysis, plasma concentrations of distinct biomarkers were higher than in patients who did not receive intravenous...
thrombolysis. Thus, we decided to adjust for the ESRS, stroke etiology, as well as intravenous thrombolytic therapy in the regression models. After application of these measures, circulating PDGF-AB/BB was identified as an independent predictor of insufficient recanalization status. PDGF is stored in \( \alpha \)-granules of platelets and secreted in the course of platelet activation.\(^{31}\) PDGF also inherits chemotactic properties on neutrophils and monocytes\(^{32}\) and—beside other cytokines and chemokines—is probably facilitating leukocyte recruitment to the culprit thrombus,\(^{33}\) making it an interesting target in thromboinflammatory mechanisms. PDGF-BB was moreover implicated in cardiomyocyte injury after recanalization of coronary occlusion.\(^{34}\) In a panel of inflammatory cytokines and growth factors, Kim et al recently identified PDGF-AB/BB as the only predictor of progress of intracranial stenosis,\(^{35}\) underlining its relevance for atherosclerotic disease.\(^{33}\) In this regard, PDGF signaling plays a role in smooth muscle cell proliferation.\(^{33}\)

Fig. 2 Distribution of biomarker concentrations in patients with sufficient and insufficient reperfusion. Boxplots depicting log-biomarker values in patients with insufficient (1; TICI 0–2B) versus sufficient reperfusion (2; TICI 2c-3). In the posterior circulation, mTICI of 2b-3 was considered sufficient. (A) PDGF-AB/BB; (B) PDGF-AA; (C) EGF; (D) CXCL10/IP-10; (E) MCP-1/CCL2; (F) CXCL9/MIG; (G) IFN-\( \gamma \); (H) Eotaxin/CCL11.
Notably, there were other mediators associated with insufficient reperfusion in our analysis (e.g., EGF, MCP1/CCL2, and CXCL10/IP-10), albeit with lower statistical precision. Like PDGF, EGF is stored in α-granules of platelets. MCP-1/CCL2 and CXCL10/IP-10 are established mediators of inflammation and potent chemoattractants of inflammatory cells, primarily monocytes (CCL2) as well as T and natural killer cells (CXCL10), respectively. Interestingly, MCP-1/CCL2 was also implicated in platelet–leukocyte interactions in stroke. Meanwhile, there is a multitude of data indicating that the interplay of platelets and leukocytes as well as common pathways of inflammation and thrombus formation contributes to brain damage in acute ischemic stroke. In this context, it is noteworthy that strong evidence exists for circulating MCP-1/CCL2 levels as an independent predictor of the risk for stroke, which may qualify MCP-1/CCL2 as potential future therapeutic target. Of interest, various studies could show that PDGF is a potent inductor of MCP-1/CCL2. In addition, PDGF and MCP-1 lead to induction of tissue factor (TF) and thus promote procoagulant activity on the surface of monocytes.

A prothrombotic role has also been suggested for IFN-γ, the key cytokine for Th1 T cell responses, which may induce TF synergistically with other mediators of inflammation. Interestingly, in a murine model of deep vein thrombosis, Nosaka et al demonstrated that IFN-γ can negatively affect thrombus resolution. This hypothesis is supported by further investigations demonstrating that effector memory T cells produce IFN-γ and are crucial in inhibition of thrombus resolution. However, corresponding data in arterial thrombosis and especially in the setting of stroke are lacking in this regard.

Previous histological studies on cerebral thrombi revealed heterogeneous clot characteristics and it has been repeatedly shown that thrombus composition might be a relevant factor for insufficient recanalization. In accordance with these findings, our analysis also showed a high heterogeneity of thrombus composition with the majority of specimens revealing a mixed architecture. Clear patterns of erythrocyte- or platelet-rich composition were thus rare. Further histologic categorization of mixed specimens might be prone to sampling errors on histologic examination given the high heterogeneity in this cohort and was thus overruled. In addition, there might be a systematic selection bias as the chance of successful thrombus retrieval and thus thrombus analysis was higher in patients with sufficient reperfusion and thrombi with characteristics of resistance to recanalization and/or organization might be under-represented. Histological group comparisons regarding biomarker levels thus suffer from low sample sizes and we were not able to statistically corroborate our hypotheses in this regard. In addition, due to the lower sample size we could not reproduce previous reports that showed an association of thrombus composition with

---

**Fig. 3** Results from regression models in predicting reperfusion status. Forest plot indicating unadjusted (model 1) and adjusted (model 2) odds ratios per loge-unit increase of biomarker values for sufficient reperfusion.
reperfusion status. However, PDGF-AB/BB concentrations indeed tended to be higher in patients with platelet-rich thrombi compared with red thrombi, suggesting that further studies with higher sample sizes are merited.

The outcome analysis revealed that baseline IL-6 levels were higher in patients with unfavorable long-term clinical outcome. However, this association was not independent from confounding factors in the multivariable regression analysis. This finding is in line with a previous study from our group investigating another cohort of stroke patients undergoing MT. A recent investigation by Mechtouff et al stated that IL-6 levels at 24 hours after stroke may be predictive for futile recanalization of LVO. Of note, we did not provide evidence of PDGF being associated with clinical outcome. However, our study might be underpowered for this analysis.

This study has several limitations. Given the multitude of markers investigated, the study cohort is relatively small. We controlled for false-positive findings via Benjamini–Hochberg correction for multiple testing. However, as discussed above, some of the markers shown might be associated with insufficient recanalization, but the respective statistical precision is low in these cases. Importantly, a significant proportion of patients was secondary transferred to our center, leading to application of thrombolytic treatment before blood collection in some of these cases. Thus, intravenous thrombolysis was included in the multivariable models. Furthermore, histological analysis is prone to selection bias and histological groups were too small to derive meaningful conclusions in this regard. Thus, validation of our findings in additional and larger cohorts is clearly needed. In this context, it would also be valuable to investigate to what extent any differences in biomarkers due to stroke etiology influence the recanalization result. Future studies moreover may reveal whether targeting PDGF might constitute a therapeutic strategy in ischemic stroke. Cilostazol is a phosphodiesterase 3 inhibitor that inhibits PDGF release by platelets and is currently used in the treatment of peripheral artery disease. According to recent randomized controlled trials mainly conducted in Asia, cilostazol is also effective and safe in the secondary prevention after stroke. In a murine model of focal cerebral ischemia, Hase et al could show that cilostazol treatment prevented platelet aggregation, reduced infarct sizes, and improved functional outcome. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether cilostazol-treated patients might incorporate a higher chance for successful recanalization when suffering an acute stroke due to LVO. It also remains to be shown whether a biomarker-based diagnostic approach may contribute to stratified therapy in an acute setting such as stroke. Hypothetically, circulating cytokines and growth factors could represent interesting candidate markers also in this regard.

**Conclusion**

This study presents first investigations of circulating cytokines and growth factors with potential influence on recanalization success in patients undergoing MT for treatment of acute stroke. Distinct biomarker concentrations were considerably higher in patients with insufficient reperfusion. Of note, these biomarkers possess properties that may be associated with higher resistance to thrombus recanalization. Baseline circulating PDGF-AB/BB was identified as an independent predictor of insufficient reperfusion of LVO. Further studies are warranted to clarify the potential of biomarkers of thromboinflammation and platelet activation for diagnostic and therapeutic approaches in this setting.

**What is known about this topic?**

- Although mechanical thrombectomy is a highly efficient treatment of acute ischemic stroke due to large vessel occlusion, reperfusion is insufficient in a substantial proportion of patients.
- Composition of cerebral thrombi is highly heterogeneous and may constitute a relevant factor for insufficient reperfusion.
- Circulating cytokines and growth factors are involved in the physiology of platelet activation and thrombus formation.

**What does this paper add?**

- Concentrations of distinct biomarkers measured in plasma samples collected immediately before mechanical thrombectomy are considerably higher in patients with insufficient reperfusion compared with those with sufficient reperfusion.
- Circulating PDGF-AB/BB is an independent predictor of insufficient reperfusion of cerebral large vessel occlusion, after correction for multiple testing and adjustment for confounding factors.
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